A bit about me:
Hi guys, my name is Brittney Shiny. I am from Girton College, studying MPhil Economics. The reason
why I am running for the role Event Officer is because I want to create a fun community for us
postgraduate students.
My aim is not only to organise more events (as you all can guess from the role ;)) but also to make
the students aware of the events and get them involved in the activities.
Now here comes my proposal:
PROMOTION! PROMOTION!

. Make the students aware of the services that the Graduate Union provides.
. Contact the students to introduce ourselves, the top events and useful Facebook pages before
they even arrive at Cambridge.
. Produce GU brochures in fresher pack.
. Cooperate with the university and academic departments to promote GU events such as having
a section about GU activities in your faculty website/ free coffee when you vote? :P

WE NEED MORE EVENTS!!!

. Make the first week of term free from lectures. (This should be the week that you can take part
in fresher’s events from the GU and your college as much as you want, do your matriculation,
meet up with the mistress without any clashes and enjoy your formal hall! And this also means I
can organise MORE events for you! J)
. Create official Facebook page for postgrad to make friends before they come to Cambridge.
. Find your housemates events
. Welcome events for students who have preparatory course.
. Tea party to get to know other fellows and the Graduate Union committee.
. International events such as Cultural Show.
. Career fairs just for postgraduate students. There are specific schemes and jobs where the
employers only recruit postgraduate students so this will be helpful.
. Or something fun like speed dating on Valentine’s day?
. Chill-out events during exam terms such as an animal day with rabbits, goats, ponies,
puppiesss….. (Come to get some cute photos and cuddles!)
. Cooperate and support other part-time officers with their events.
…I HAVE MANY MORE IDEAS TO MAKE YOUR YEAR EVENTFUL…
SO IF YOU LIKE WHAT YOU JUST READ, VOTE FOR BRITTNEY SHINY!
Find me on Facebook to know more about me and the election: Brittney Shiny

